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GRBGRB--SN ConnectionSN Connection
Central EnginesCentral Engines

Short Short GRBsGRBs

Neutrinos and high energy emission from (long) Neutrinos and high energy emission from (long) GRBsGRBs
GammaGamma--rays, neutrinos, and UHE cosmic raysrays, neutrinos, and UHE cosmic rays

GRB CosmologyGRB Cosmology
cosmic star formation historycosmic star formation history
reionizationreionization
standard candle and dark energy probestandard candle and dark energy probe



GRB Light CurvesGRB Light Curves

Duration
two populationstwo populations

Fishman+ ‘94

Meegan+ ‘96
Short-hard

Long-soft



GRB SpectrumGRB Spectrum
nonthermal spectra
Epeak in νFν~MeV

Schaefer+ ‘94



Spatial DistributionSpatial Distribution
Isotropic, but not homogeneous 
indicating a cosmological distribution

Event rate: a few / day / all sky for the BATSE sensitivity

Meegan+ ‘96

Euclidean expectation



Long Long GRBsGRBs (L(L--GRBsGRBs):):
Theory versus Theory versus ObsrevationsObsrevations



AfterglowsAfterglows

GRB970228, first X-ray afterglow by BeppoSAX
Almost 10 years ago from now, and almost 10 years after
the discovery of SN 1987A (Feb 23, 1987)

GRB970228, optical afterglowGRB970228, optical afterglow

GRB970508, first redshit (z=0.835)

Metzger+ ‘97



Bright and Extremely EnergeticBright and Extremely Energetic

GRB 990123 (z=1.6)GRB 990123 (z=1.6)
EEiso,iso,γγ ~ 3x10~ 3x105454 ergerg
~2M~2Msunsuncc22

same GRB detectable out same GRB detectable out 
to z~20to z~20
Peak optical mag~9 from Peak optical mag~9 from 
z=1.6z=1.6

EEγγ,iso,iso ~ 10~ 105151--5454 ergerg

Note: afterglows and Note: afterglows and 
distance for short distance for short GRBsGRBs
only since 2005only since 2005

GRB 990123
Akerlof+ ‘99



The Big Picture of The Big Picture of GRBsGRBs

UltraUltra--relativistic fireball/outflow relativistic fireball/outflow 
((ΓΓ~100~100--1000)1000)

Required for the emission region Required for the emission region 
optically thin to eoptically thin to e±± pairpair--production production 
(size limited from time variability)(size limited from time variability)

Afterglow: Afterglow: relativistic supernova relativistic supernova 
remnantsremnants

(most likely) jet(most likely) jet--like explosionslike explosions
Theoretically reasonable energyTheoretically reasonable energy

IsotropicIsotropic--equivalent energy > equivalent energy > 
10105454 erg!erg!

Afterglow light curve breakAfterglow light curve break
E~10E~105151 erg (jet corrected)erg (jet corrected)
EEjectajecta ~ E/~ E/ΓΓ~10~10--55 MMsunsun

Internal shock    external shock



ObsrevationalObsrevational Evidence for Relativistic OutflowEvidence for Relativistic Outflow

GRB 970508 at z=0.835GRB 970508 at z=0.835

cease of variability by interstellar cease of variability by interstellar 
scintillation in our Galaxy set lower scintillation in our Galaxy set lower 
limit on radio image size at ~2 weekslimit on radio image size at ~2 weeks

Superluminal motionSuperluminal motion
3 3 μμasas at 2 weeksat 2 weeks
apparent velocity ~ 4 capparent velocity ~ 4 c
mildly relativistic speed required mildly relativistic speed required 
((ΓΓ~1)~1)

Frail et al. 1997Frail et al. 1997



More Direct Proof:More Direct Proof:
Superluminal Expansion of Radio Afterglow ImageSuperluminal Expansion of Radio Afterglow Image

GRB 030329 at z = 0.1685 GRB 030329 at z = 0.1685 
resolved image showing superluminal motionresolved image showing superluminal motion

0.07 0.07 masmas at 25 days, 0.17 at 25 days, 0.17 masmas at 83 days at 83 days 
~ 3~ 3--5 c5 c

upper limit on proper motion < 0.3 upper limit on proper motion < 0.3 masmas at 83 daysat 83 days
Taylor et al.
2004, 2005



Estimate of Initial Estimate of Initial LorentzLorentz factor factor ΓΓ00

The onset time of afterglow is a good estimator for The onset time of afterglow is a good estimator for ΓΓ00

First estimates for two First estimates for two GRBsGRBs: : ΓΓ00 ~ 400~ 400 ((MolinariMolinari+ + ’’06)06)
GRB 060418 (z=1.489, GRB 060418 (z=1.489, EEiso,iso,γγ ~ 9x10~ 9x105252 erg)erg)
GRB 060607A (z=3.082, GRB 060607A (z=3.082, EEiso,iso,γγ ~ 10~ 105353 erg)erg)

tpeak~150s tpeak~180s

Molinari+ ‘06



Afterglow Theory Well TestedAfterglow Theory Well Tested

Radiation by synchrotron of Radiation by synchrotron of 
accelerated accelerated electonselectons

PowerPower--law flux decay (law flux decay (∝∝tt--11 to tto t--22))
PowerPower--law spectral energy law spectral energy 
distributiondistribution

Evidence of jet: light curve breakEvidence of jet: light curve break
θθjetjet ΓΓ(t(tbreakbreak) ~ 1) ~ 1

Panaitescu & Kumar ‘01

TotaniTotani & & PanaitescuPanaitescu ‘‘0202

On-axis

Off-axis

Sari+ ‘98



Various and Canonical Afterglow Light Various and Canonical Afterglow Light 
Curves Curves 

early Xearly X--ray light curve samples by Swiftray light curve samples by Swift

Nousek et al. ‘06

Meszaros ‘06

jet break

tail of prompt
emission

flare

onset of afterglow
with energy injection



Flares/late time activity in afterglowFlares/late time activity in afterglow
flare energy: from a few % to a value comparable (GRB050502B) wiflare energy: from a few % to a value comparable (GRB050502B) with the prompt th the prompt 
emissionemission

Burrows+ ‘06

Interpretation by external shock is difficult, indicating internal shock and
late/long-term activity of central engine or slower ejecta



Search for Orphan AfterglowsSearch for Orphan Afterglows

Possible mechanism of orphan afterglows without observable Possible mechanism of orphan afterglows without observable 
prompt gammaprompt gamma--raysrays

JetJet--like explosionslike explosions
Dirty fireball (low bulk Dirty fireball (low bulk LorentzLorentz factor)factor)

Predictable orphan afterglow rate from offPredictable orphan afterglow rate from off--axis axis GRBsGRBs
Test for the jet hypothesisTest for the jet hypothesis



OffOff--axis orphan afterglowsaxis orphan afterglows

ΓΓ＞＞θθjetjet

ΓΓ＜＜θθjetjet

1/Γ

θjet Γ

θjet

Γ

1/Γ

θobs



Orphan Rate Orphan Rate PredicitonPrediciton

Orphan afterglow prediction by TT & Orphan afterglow prediction by TT & PanaitescuPanaitescu ‘‘0202

On-axis

Off-axis

X~10 more orphans
than on-axis 
afterglows
at R~23



Search for Orphan AfterglowsSearch for Orphan Afterglows
CFHTLS search down to rCFHTLS search down to r’’=22.5 for =22.5 for 
490 deg490 deg22, 1 day interval, 1 day interval
three candidatesthree candidates

two likely variable starstwo likely variable stars
one probably afterglowone probably afterglow

If the one is real, the rate consistent If the one is real, the rate consistent 
with the prediction of TP02with the prediction of TP02

Theoretical prediction strongly Theoretical prediction strongly 
dependent on the distribution of dependent on the distribution of 
afterglow parametersafterglow parameters

More observations needed!More observations needed!

Malacrino+ ‘07



LL--GRBsGRBs and SN Connectionand SN Connection



The First Shock: GRB 980425/SN 1998bwThe First Shock: GRB 980425/SN 1998bw
A very peculiar type A very peculiar type IcIc supernovasupernova ((hypernovahypernova))

Large explosion energy ~ 3 x 1052 erg >> 1051 erg   
one of the brightest supernovae with ~0.7 Msun

56Ni 
production (c.f. 0.075 Msun for SN 1987A)
strong radio emission powered by ~1049 erg relativistic 
electrons
z=0.0085(!) << ~1 for typical long GRBs

An even more peculiar GRB: EAn even more peculiar GRB: EGRBGRB~8x10~8x104747 ergerg
c.f. typical long GRBs at z~1: EGRB,iso~1051-54 erg

Mazzali+’02



SN evidence in SN evidence in GRBsGRBs at z~1at z~1

Bloom+ ’02, GRB 011121@z=0.36

SN1998bw x 0.55

Bloom+ ’99, GRB 980326

SN 1998bw at various z



Ultimate proof of association: Ultimate proof of association: 
GRB 030329/SN 2003dh (z=0.168)GRB 030329/SN 2003dh (z=0.168)

Henden+ ‘03

Hjorth+ ‘03

a “normal” GRB with 
Eγ,iso~9x1051 erg!



GRB/GRB/hypernovahypernova: clear association cases: clear association cases

All All SNeSNe are type are type IcIc::
H, He shell removed, leaving C+O coreH, He shell removed, leaving C+O core

GRB031203/SN2003lw: GRB031203/SN2003lw: 
Intermediate between typical z~1 Intermediate between typical z~1 GRBsGRBs and 980425/1998bw eventand 980425/1998bw event

XRF060218/SN2006aj:XRF060218/SN2006aj:
First XFirst X--ray flash case, indicating small progenitor mass?ray flash case, indicating small progenitor mass?

z          EGRB,iso(erg)

0.0085       8x1047

0.168         9x1051

0.1055       ~1050

XRF 060218  2006aj            3.3              20               2                 0.21               0.033       6.2x1049

from Nomoto



NonNon--GRB GRB hypernovaehypernovae

SNeSNe 1997ef, 1999as, 2002ap, 1997ef, 1999as, 2002ap, 
2003jd2003jd

Really no GRB?Really no GRB?
Jet is away from the Earth Jet is away from the Earth 
direction?direction?

!

?

hypernova
Jet/GRB



Slow massive jet from SN 2002ap?Slow massive jet from SN 2002ap?

EEkinkin~10~105151 erg,  v~0.2c erg,  v~0.2c 
inferred from inferred from 
spectropolarimetricspectropolarimetric
observation (observation (KawabataKawabata+ 03; + 03; 
TotaniTotani ’’0303))

Kawabata+ ‘03



Jet from SN 2002ap?Jet from SN 2002ap?

V=0.23c

V=0.23c

SN 2002ap 
Photosphere
Rph=1.3x1015cm 

8x1015cm

The Day 13

Not redshifted
Only weakly polarized by
Photosphere symmetry

Thomson-scattered light
Polarized, redshifted

Time delay of scattered light: ~3 days

observer

Ejet ~ 1051 erg
Kawabata+ 03; Totani 03

D=7.3 Mpc



Different environment from Different environment from SNeSNe

Long GRB hosts

core-collapse 
supernova hosts

Fruchter+ ‘06



Different environment from Different environment from SNeSNe

(in pixels brighter than GRB/SNe location)

GRB occurs at regions with
higher surface brightness

GRB occurs in fainter and more 
compact host galaxies

Metallicity effect!?

supernova
GRBs

Fruchter+ ‘06



Perspectives of Theoretical Perspectives of Theoretical 
Understanding of the Central Engine of Long Understanding of the Central Engine of Long GRBsGRBs

Long Long GRBsGRBs = Jet from stellar collapse= Jet from stellar collapse
= = ““collapsercollapser””

Formation of jet?Formation of jet?
The The ““classicalclassical”” astrophysical jet problem astrophysical jet problem 
from accretion disksfrom accretion disks

Initial condition of stellar collapseInitial condition of stellar collapse
Is stellar mass the only one parameter?Is stellar mass the only one parameter?

MetallicityMetallicity??
Angular momentum?Angular momentum?
IMF?IMF?

penetration of jet in the stellar CO corepenetration of jet in the stellar CO core
Initial jet vs. final jet to Initial jet vs. final jet to GRBsGRBs

acceleration up to acceleration up to ΓΓ>100>100
Small mass, most outer part/skin?Small mass, most outer part/skin?
Much more lower Much more lower ΓΓ ejectaejecta likelylikely



Short Short GRBsGRBs



ShortShort--hard hard GRBsGRBs ((SHBsSHBs): ): 
compact binary mergers?compact binary mergers?

some some SHBsSHBs occurs in nearby old, occurs in nearby old, 
elliptical galaxieselliptical galaxies
No supernova associationNo supernova association

Gehrels+ ‘05

Hjorth+ ‘05

GRB050509B
(z=0.225)



Properties of Properties of SHBsSHBs
inconsistent with inconsistent with collapsarscollapsars or young stellar populationsor young stellar populations

Occur both in young and old galaxiesOccur both in young and old galaxies
Large distance from the center of host galaxiesLarge distance from the center of host galaxies

consistent with binary mergers (NSconsistent with binary mergers (NS--NS or NSNS or NS--BH)BH)

Fox et al. ‘05



Flares in SBH afterglowsFlares in SBH afterglows
late phase activity also in late phase activity also in SBHsSBHs
~10% energy of prompt emission (GRB 050724)~10% energy of prompt emission (GRB 050724)
long duration activity of the central engine? slow long duration activity of the central engine? slow ejectaejecta??

GRB 050724
Barthelmy+ ‘05



short short GRBsGRBs by SGR giant flares in nearby by SGR giant flares in nearby 
galaxies?galaxies?

Not all, but <~15% (Not all, but <~15% (NakarNakar+ + ’’06) of short 06) of short GRBsGRBs could be giant flares of could be giant flares of soft soft 
gammagamma--ray repeaters (ray repeaters (SGRsSGRs)) in nearby galaxies, as inferred from SGR in nearby galaxies, as inferred from SGR 
flares in our Galaxyflares in our Galaxy
a good candidate: GRB 051103 a good candidate: GRB 051103 

associated with M81/M82 (3.6 associated with M81/M82 (3.6 MpcMpc))

SGR flare in
our Galaxy

Frederiks+ ‘06

Ofek+ ‘06



A New Class!?A New Class!?



A New Class? GRB 060614A New Class? GRB 060614

a long GRB according to the classical definitiona long GRB according to the classical definition
dwarf galaxy at z=0.125dwarf galaxy at z=0.125

SFR=0.0035 SFR=0.0035 MMsunsun/yr, specific SFR = 0.23 /yr, specific SFR = 0.23 MMsunsun/yr/L*  (<< typical /yr/L*  (<< typical LGRBsLGRBs))
No supernova, No supernova, MMNiNi <~ 10<~ 10--33 MMsunsun

Gehrels+ ‘06
Della Valle+ ‘06



A New Class? GRB 060614A New Class? GRB 060614
Interpretations:Interpretations:

collapsarcollapsar without SN / Ni production?without SN / Ni production?
peculiarly long peculiarly long ““short GRBshort GRB”” or mergers?or mergers?

time variability properties consistent as a time variability properties consistent as a 
short GRBshort GRB
some short some short GRBsGRBs have later long have later long 
component as GRB 060614 (Gehrels+component as GRB 060614 (Gehrels+’’06)06)

chance alignment of a more distant long chance alignment of a more distant long 
GRB?GRB?

Cobb+ Cobb+ ’’06; Schaefer+ 06; Schaefer+ ’’06, but see also 06, but see also 
Gehrels+Gehrels+’’06 06 

GRB 060505 (GRB 060505 (FynboFynbo+ + ’’06)06)
a faint GRB with a duration of 4 s, a faint GRB with a duration of 4 s, 
z=0.089, no supernovaz=0.089, no supernova
long tail of genuine short long tail of genuine short GRBsGRBs??
See also See also OfekOfek+ + ‘‘0707

Gehrels+ ‘06



Neutrino and High Energy Emission Neutrino and High Energy Emission 
from from GRBsGRBs



Particle Acceleration and Very High Energy Particle Acceleration and Very High Energy 
Emission from Emission from GRBsGRBs

GRB shocks can accelerate protons to 10GRB shocks can accelerate protons to 102020 eVeV and electrons to 10and electrons to 101414 eVeV

internal shock    external shock

tE ∆Γ,,
nE ,, 0Γ

density, B, optical depth, etc.

VHE gamma-rays: 
Inverse Compton
proton-synchrotron
pion-decay
…

VHE neutrinos
p-p pions
p-gamma pions
n-p (bulk) pions
…

VHE γ、ν

VHEν

“buried jet”

thermal ν(~MeV)



thermal thermal ννfromfrom GRBsGRBs
Theoretically uncertain compared with normal coreTheoretically uncertain compared with normal core--collapse collapse SNeSNe

Massive Massive ~10 times more gravitational energy~10 times more gravitational energy
Effect of disk? Spectrum?Effect of disk? Spectrum?

Neutrinos from one GRB: Neutrinos from one GRB: too distanttoo distant
Closest GRB is ~35 Closest GRB is ~35 MpcMpc (GRB 980425/SN1998bw)(GRB 980425/SN1998bw)

Contribution to background supernova neutrinos: Contribution to background supernova neutrinos: too low event ratetoo low event rate
SuperSuper--K upper limit is quite close to theoretical prediction for all K upper limit is quite close to theoretical prediction for all SNeSNe
GRB rate  <~10GRB rate  <~10--44 x supernovaex supernovae

Totani+ ‘96

Malek+ ‘03



Particle Acceleration and Very High Energy Particle Acceleration and Very High Energy 
Emission from Emission from GRBsGRBs

GRB shocks can accelerate protons to 10GRB shocks can accelerate protons to 102020 eVeV and electrons to 10and electrons to 101414 eVeV

internal shock    external shock

tE ∆Γ,,
nE ,, 0Γ

density, B, optical depth, etc.

VHE gamma-rays: 
Inverse Compton
proton-synchrotron
pion-decay
…

VHE neutrinos
p-p pions
p-gamma pions
n-p (bulk) pions
…

VHE γ、ν

VHEν

“buried jet”

thermal ν(~MeV)



VHE gammas already detectedVHE gammas already detected
<~18 <~18 GeVGeV photons from GRB 940217 for ~2 hoursphotons from GRB 940217 for ~2 hours

Hurley+ ‘94



VHE gammas already detectedVHE gammas already detected
~100 ~100 MeVMeV emission showing different temporal behavior to <~emission showing different temporal behavior to <~MeVMeV photons photons 
from GRB 941017from GRB 941017

Gonzalez+ ‘03



Evidence for >Evidence for >TeVTeV gamma, but needs gamma, but needs 
confirmation confirmation 

MilagritoMilagrito observation for GRB 970417a (Atkins+ observation for GRB 970417a (Atkins+ ’’00)00)

see alsosee also
Tibet air shower (Tibet air shower (AmenomoriAmenomori+ + ’’96)96)
HEGRA (Padilla+ HEGRA (Padilla+ ’’98)98)
GRAND (Poirier+ GRAND (Poirier+ ’’03) 03) 



Prediction for VHE NeutrinosPrediction for VHE Neutrinos

The prediction is close to the WB limit if:The prediction is close to the WB limit if:
GRBsGRBs are responsible for are responsible for UHECRsUHECRs
Interaction efficiency of pp or Interaction efficiency of pp or ppγγ
reactions is ~1reactions is ~1

Diffuse background  flux, Razzaque+ ‘03 prediction for 
GRB 030329/SN2003dh-like 
events at z~0.168
(Razzaque+ ’04)



GRB CosmologyGRB Cosmology



GRBsGRBs as a Cosmological Probeas a Cosmological Probe

GRBsGRBs are extremely bright, detectable even out to are extremely bright, detectable even out to z~20z~20!!

Possible Uses of Possible Uses of GRBsGRBs for cosmologyfor cosmology
Star formation indicator at highStar formation indicator at high--z z 

long long GRBsGRBs associated with massive star formationassociated with massive star formation
short short GRBsGRBs associated with compact binary merger (?)associated with compact binary merger (?)
gammagamma--ray flux insensitive to dustray flux insensitive to dust
detectable in small galaxiesdetectable in small galaxies

Probe of physical status of highProbe of physical status of high--z universez universe
reionizationreionization / intergalactic medium/ intergalactic medium
insterstellar/circumstellarinsterstellar/circumstellar matter in highmatter in high--z host galaxiesz host galaxies

Measure of the geometry of the universe / Dark energy probeMeasure of the geometry of the universe / Dark energy probe
if they are standard candle (?)if they are standard candle (?)



The Breakthrough: GRB 050904 at z=6.3The Breakthrough: GRB 050904 at z=6.3
Swift detection and spectral confirmation by SubaruSwift detection and spectral confirmation by Subaru
z=6.3 (previous record was z=4.5)z=6.3 (previous record was z=4.5)

almost comparable with the highest galaxies and quasars almost comparable with the highest galaxies and quasars 

Kawai+ ‘06



Implications for star formation historyImplications for star formation history
Swift GRB z distribution is consistent Swift GRB z distribution is consistent 
with star formation history inferred from with star formation history inferred from 
galaxy observationsgalaxy observations

Some caveats: selection effectsSome caveats: selection effects
detectabilitydetectability of afterglowsof afterglows
efficiency of measuring efficiency of measuring redshiftredshift
poorly knownpoorly known……

Price+ ‘06

squares: swift GRBs
diamonds: galaxies



ReionizationReionization

the Cosmic Dark Age:the Cosmic Dark Age:
from recombination (z~1100) from recombination (z~1100) 
to to reionizationreionization (z~6? 20?)(z~6? 20?)

reionizationreionization: marks the : marks the 
beginning of galaxy formation beginning of galaxy formation 
and end of the dark ageand end of the dark age

Previous constraints:Previous constraints:
hydrogen absorption in hydrogen absorption in 
quasar quasar spectaspecta

zzreionreion >~6>~6

CMB polarization CMB polarization 
zzreionreion~15~15



GRB is (potentially) a better probe than quasarsGRB is (potentially) a better probe than quasars
Merits:Merits:

GRBsGRBs detectable at z>>6detectable at z>>6
Probe for more normal region in the universeProbe for more normal region in the universe

GRBsGRBs detectable even in small dwarf galaxiesdetectable even in small dwarf galaxies
No proximity effectNo proximity effect

simple powersimple power--law spectrum of optical law spectrum of optical 
afterglowsafterglows

First constraint from GRB 050904First constraint from GRB 050904
damping wing analysis (not possible for damping wing analysis (not possible for 
quasars)quasars)
first quantitative upper bound on neutral first quantitative upper bound on neutral 
fraction at z>6fraction at z>6

nnHIHI/n/nHH < 0.17 (68%CL) or 0.60 (95%CL) at z=6.3< 0.17 (68%CL) or 0.60 (95%CL) at z=6.3

Totani+ ‘06



Constraints on Constraints on ReionizationReionization

Fan+ ‘06

quasars

CMB polarization
nHI/nH



Luminosity/distance indicators of Luminosity/distance indicators of GRBsGRBs

Ejet-Epeak
Liso-Epeak

Liso- spectral lag Liso-variability

Schaefer ‘06



ApplicationsApplications
star formation historystar formation history

By using By using GRBsGRBs without zwithout z

Hubble diagramHubble diagram

Yonetoku+ ‘03

Schaefer ‘06



Constraint on Dark Energy?Constraint on Dark Energy?
Pros: HighestPros: Highest--z probe for dark energyz probe for dark energy
Cons: Cons: systematicssystematics

Current problem of GRB Hubble diagram:Current problem of GRB Hubble diagram:
same data set for Lsame data set for L--indicator calibration and indicator calibration and hubblehubble diagramdiagram

circular argument / tautology circular argument / tautology 

For the real Hubble diagram, we need:For the real Hubble diagram, we need:
LL--indicator calibration by independent data set!indicator calibration by independent data set!

e.g., another distance measure (Cepheid etc.)e.g., another distance measure (Cepheid etc.)
e.g., lowe.g., low--z GRB samplez GRB sample

Still, Still, systematicssystematics even in the real Hubble diagrameven in the real Hubble diagram……
evolution?   evolution?   

GRBsGRBs seem to depend strongly on environment and seem to depend strongly on environment and metallicitymetallicity
……





backup slidesbackup slides



XX--ray Emission Linesray Emission Lines

GRB991216, Chandra, Fe linesGRB991216, Chandra, Fe lines GRB011121, XMM-Newton
Reeves et al. (2002), but see also 
Rutledge et al. and Borozdin et al.



thermal thermal ννbackgroundbackground from from SNe/GRBsSNe/GRBs
typical theoretical prediction: typical theoretical prediction: 

FFνν~n~nνν/c~50 cm/c~50 cm22ss--11(4(4ππsr)sr)--11 (whole)(whole)
FFνν~n~nνν/c~0.5 cm/c~0.5 cm22ss--11(4(4ππsr)sr)--11 ((EEνν>~ 20 >~ 20 MeVMeV) = ~ a few events / yr in Super) = ~ a few events / yr in Super--KK

SuperSuper--K upper limit: K upper limit: 
1.2 cm1.2 cm22ss--11 for for EEνν>19.3 >19.3 MeVMeV ((MalekMalek+ + ’’03)03)

GRBsGRBs??
total energy of total energy of νν’’ss may be ~10 times highermay be ~10 times higher
event rate  <~10event rate  <~10--44 x supernovaex supernovae
neutrino spectrum ??neutrino spectrum ??

Totani+ ‘96

Malek+ ‘03


